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Trust our spray foam techs.

We guarantee our work 100%!



Who We Are
Get Your Free Quote







WHO WE ARE
Learn more about our history of servicing the greater Palouse region for the last decade!








OUR SERVICES
See which of our spray foam insulation services is right for your home or place of business.








CONTACT US
Contact EnergyLock for your

free quote today!















EnergyLock Spray Foam







Servicing the greater Palouse

region for the last decade.



EnergyLock has been meeting the spray foam needs of the greater Palouse region for the past 10 years. When it comes to the complicated variables associated with coatings and foam insulation, trust the experienced techs from EnergyLock. We guarantee our work 100%!
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Join us! It will only take a minute.

GET STARTED TODAY






OUR SPRAY FOAM SERVICES

These are some of our spray foam services we offer at EnergyLock. Find out which one is right for your home or place of business!





METAL AND WOODEN BUILDINGS
Insulation controls heat flow, prevents condensation, and controls noise. Metal and wooden buildings both need insulation, but for different reasons.










NON-VENTED ATTICS
Fiberglass cannot be used in non-vented attics. Using spray foam insulation in these types of areas allows the awkward spaces and corners to be filled properly.












OPEN-CELL SPRAY FOAM
Open-cell foam cells are not too dense and are filled with air, which gives the insulation a spongy texture. This type of insulation is less expensive, but should not be used below ground level where it could absorb water.










CLOSED-CELL SPRAY FOAM
With closed-cell foam, the high-density cells are closed and filled with a gas that helps the foam expand to fill the spaces around it. While this provides stronger resistance against moisture and air leakage, the material is also much denser and is more expensive to install.










Learn More






CUSTOMER REVIEWS

Don’t take our word for it – here’s what our clients say:




	
				EnergyLock Spray Foam is awesome. They do an excellent job of explaining the differences between spray foams and also fiberglass. They are hard workers who come in, do their job, and get out smoothly. Their work for me has been first class on every job they have done. EnergyLock has done little jobs like a simple bump-out addition all the way to larger jobs when they sprayed an entire school. The owner is friendly, professional, and fair. I’d recommend EnergyLock to anyone in the area.


Tim Sullivan of Sullivan Construction Inc.  Est. 1997






	



	
				I am a contractor who has used EnergyLock a number of times. The owner recommends his product where it makes sense and in thicknesses that maximize benefit to the customer rather than just trying to maximize sales. I recommend their services.


Gresham Bouma 






	



	
				Friendly, flexible service. EnergyLock insulated our old farmhouse during a full remodel. The owner went out of the way to get the job done right, even coming back to foam under the floor after we dug out the crawlspace more. We are so happy with the end result – very few bugs make it in despite the gaps in the old farmhouse boards and no drafts. Thanks so much for the great service!


Josh Hightree
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